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Abstract 

In this dynamic life everybody is an urgency to reach their destinations. In this case, 
staying for the motorcars isn’t doable. With the advancement of technology, android 
Smartphone’s have come universal and affordable for all. Smartphone’s have vast 
capabilities to give rich stoner gests with interactive installations. In this paper, we  propose 
a real time  machine  shadowing system for the  scholars using android Smartphone’s  
which can be used for  shadowing and positioning of the  motorcars by using global 
positioning  system( GPS). These android grounded real time operations enable the pupil to 
find out the exact locales of the motorcars. So that they won't get late or won't arrive at the 
machine stop too early. It provides the exact position of the pupil’s separate motorcars 
which can be viewed in the Google Map. Thus, our developed operation saves the pupil’s 
time to stay for the motorcars as they can know their current position of the motorcars   
streamlined every moment in the form of latitude and longitude on Google maps. 

 
Introduction 

New operations as people awaiting new 
technologies and operations in the 
mobiles. In the entire world of technology, 

mobiles are playing a major part in nearly 
every corner. As new models of mobiles 
are coming in day-by-day, the technology 
and operations are also adding. Android is 
an open source for developing.  currently,  
motorcars are used fleetly as a 
transportation system in the different  
Organization, e.g., academy, council, 
university, banks etc. but, with the 
increase of Vehicles day  by day which 
further leading to heavy business which 
results in further detention at the 
destination of  the  separate  motorcars 
this reason at the machine station  
utmost of the time people have to  stay for 
the   appearance of  motorcars  thus, an 

effective transportation system has 
effective movement of vehicle  and people 
which leads to better quality of life. 
Hence, the machine shadowing system 
can be useful for passengers which will 
give the position of the motorcars with 
roots using Google chart at the current 
time. Moment Smartphone’s are a  
veritably good source for tracking the 

vehicles, because of giving  the real- time  
position of the  machine with the help of 
global positioning system( GPS). GPS uses 
satellite to detect the presence of 

Smartphone’s using the values of latitude 
and longitude using those values of GPS 
coordinates our advanced operation will 
show the position of the Smartphone’s 
used in each machine carried by the 
motorist. Stoner uses can recoup 
information applicable to the appearance 
time of the machine. 
 

Literature Survey:- 

1. Manini Kumbhar, Meghana Survase, 

Pratibha MAvdhutSalunk have enforced 

Real Time Web Grounded Bus Tracking 

System the proposed system reduces the 

waiting time of remote druggies for 

machine. A system is used to track   the 

machine at any position at any time. All 

the current information is stored to the 

garcon and it’s recaptured to remote 
druggies via web grounded operation. This 

System is a web grounded system but  

currently people  substantially tends to 

use Android apps since they're more  
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movable  and smart phones are used 

more extensively in  moments world. Also 

a web grounded system is inconvenient 

for a stoner to use on a regular base while 

staying for a machine at the machine 

stop. 

 

2. M.A.Hannan, A.M. Mustapha, A.Hussain 

and H.Basri  have  enforced the system 

Intelligent Bus Monitoring and 

Management System The proposed 

system uses Artificial intelligence with the 

help of RFID module which is used in- 

order to reduce the homemade work 

carried out in the Bus- Management & 

Monitoring System. In this a RFID is used 

to track a machine when it crosses the 

machine stop. Hence the exact position of 

the machine isn't shown, only an 

approximate position is shown grounded 

on the machine stops. In moment’s world, 
delicacy is veritably important and hence 

this was the limitation of this design. 

 

3. R.Maruthi, C.Jayakumari executed the 

system SMS predicated Bus Tracking 

System using Open Source Technologies. 

A machine shamus operation to track a 

machine using GPS transceiver has been 

proposed in this paper. The ideal of this 

work is to develop a system that manages 

and controls the transport using a 

shadowing device to know the listed 

vehicle and the current position of the 

vehicle via SMS using a GPS tracking 

device. 

 

4. SAleyman Eken, Ahmet Sayar has 

enforced the system a smart Bus Tracking 

System grounded on position-

apprehensive service and QR law. In this 

paper, Bus tracking system, any 

passenger with Smartphone can overlook 

QR law placed at machine stop to view 

estimated machine appearance times, 

current position of the machine. The debit 

in this design was that the stoner had to 

be physically present at the machine stop 

to overlook the QR law. 

The rearmost mobile phones similar as 

android grounded mobile phones, called 

smart phones, are changing the way we 

live our lives and have come a veritably 

important part of our life.  moment 

Smartphone’s are a  veritably good source 
for tracking the vehicles, because of giving 

the  real- time  position of the  machine 

with the help of global positioning system( 

GPS). GPS uses satellite to detect the 

presence of Smartphone’s using the 
values of latitude and longitude using 

those values of GPS coordinates our 

advanced operation will show the position 

of the Smartphone’s used in each 
machine carried by the motorist. Stoner 

uses can recoup information applicable to 

the appearance time of the machine.  This 

machine shadowing system helps 

druggies to know the machine position so 

that the druggies don’t get delayed or not 
arrive at the stop too beforehand. In order 

to overcome increased staying for time 

and query in appearance, we've come with 

this design. 

 

Methodology 

Problem definition: This operation is 

designed in the entire world of technology, 

mobiles are playing a major   part in 

nearly every corner. As new models of 

mobiles are coming in day- by- day, the 

technology and operations are also 

adding. Android is an open source for 

developing new operations as people 

awaiting new technologies and operations 

in the mobiles. 

 This operation is designed for an 

arbitrary stoner who aren't willing to 

getting late or miss the machine. By using 

this operation druggies can fluently reach 

their destination within the time.  This 

operation includes the position of motorist 

and scholars by using the global 

positioning system (GPS).This operation 

substantially consists of motorist,                

pupil and database.  In this operation the   

motorist and pupil must have the android 

mobiles. The pupil and   motorist need to 

register to run the operation. Also the 
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pupil and motorist login in the   operation 

and the pupil add the position. The pupil 

position should be stored in database also 

it'll be shoot to the motorist. When the 

motorist reaches to the destination the 

pupil get the alert signals (the machine is 

arriving).The position should be 

streamlined automatically. 

 

Existing System:- 

The existing system has the some of the 

drawbacks like 

 The exact position of the vehicle is 

cannot be retrieved. 

 This application mainly used for public. 

 The bus location cannot be retrieved 

from anywhere. 

 The movement of the bus is also not 

visible in Google map. 

 

Proposed System:- 

 The proposed system provides the user 

can get the alerts from the bus. 

 The users can select the bus number 

which they want to travel.  

 The position of the bus is displayed in 

the Google map. 

 This also enhances security because the 

movement of the bus is always available. 

 Everyone can track the bus at anytime 

and anywhere. 

 

Hardware Requirements:- 

 

Processor:   i3 

Hard Disk:  500GB 

Memory:     4GB RAM 

Mobile:       Android Phone 

 

 

Software Requirements:- 

 

 Coding Language: Java 

 IDE: Android Studio 

 OS: Windows 8, 10, 11 

 

 

 

 

 

System Architecture:- 

 

Conclusion:- 

This operation overcomes the problem of 
machine shadowing. It's designed for 
druggie who’s want to travel and saving 
time without wasting time in machine 
stops. This operation provides real time 
tracking to the druggies with the help of 
this operation stoner can get   cautions 
from the machine before machine 
reaching his position. 
 
This operation presents the machine 
tracking operation using smart phones. 

The   operation consists of both the 
transmitter and receiver inbuilt in mobile 
phones. The transmitter is used to 
transmit the position and vehicle status 
in conformation to the garcon.  The 
receiver is the stoner who can view the 
details regarding the machine position 
using his smart phone via Google chart. 
Due to the movement of machine is 
always available this   design can also 
insure security by keeping track of the 
machine. So in the coming time it's going 
to play a major part in our day to day 
living. 
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